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Review based recommendation utilizes both users’ rating records and the associated reviews for recommendation. Recently, with the rapid demand for explanations of recommendation results, reviews are used to train
the encoder–decoder models for explanation text generation. As most of the reviews are general text without
detailed evaluation, some researchers leveraged auxiliary information of users or items to enrich the generated explanation text. Nevertheless, the auxiliary data is not available in most scenarios and may suffer from
data privacy problems. In this article, we argue that the reviews contain abundant semantic information to express the users’ feelings for various aspects of items, while these information are not fully explored in current
explanation text generation task. To this end, we study how to generate more fine-grained explanation text in
review based recommendation without any auxiliary data. Though the idea is simple, it is non-trivial since the
aspect is hidden and unlabeled. Besides, it is also very challenging to inject aspect information for generating
explanation text with noisy review input. To solve these challenges, we first leverage an advanced unsupervised neural aspect extraction model to learn the aspect-aware representation of each review sentence. Thus,
users and items can be represented in the aspect space based on their historical associated reviews. After that,
we detail how to better predict ratings and generate explanation text with the user and item representations
in the aspect space. We further dynamically assign review sentences which contain larger proportion of aspect words with larger weights to control the text generation process, and jointly optimize rating prediction
accuracy and explanation text generation quality with a multi-task learning framework. Finally, extensive experimental results on three real-world datasets demonstrate the superiority of our proposed model for both
recommendation accuracy and explainability.
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the broad applications on many online platforms, such as e-commerce website Amazon,1
and location based business website Yelp,2 many users like to express their preferences and write
reviews to their consumed items, and recommender system has achieved great success to alleviate the data overload issue [5, 50, 54]. Because the data sparsity issue limits the performance of
the collaborative filtering models, review based recommendation has been emerged as a popular
direction, which utilizes both users’ rating behaviors and reviews for recommending items for
users [46, 59]. Reviews could alleviate the data sparsity issue and help to improve recommendation accuracy. Moreover, reviews can explain why a user likes or dislikes an item. Thus reviews
are usually used for constructing explainable recommendation, which is useful to help the system
win users’ trust and facilitate better recommendation conversion rate [41, 58].
Current works on review based recommendation can be grouped into two categories: accuracy
oriented and explainability modeling. As embedding based recommendation models have shown
state-of-the-art performance for accuracy modeling, works on the first category mainly leveraged
content embedding of users and items from reviews, and fused the content embedding with collaborative filtering to enhance embedding representation ability of users and items [3, 29, 43, 44, 49, 55].
The second category considered providing explanation text for users when recommending items so
that users can be easier to be persuaded. These kind of models borrow the success of the encoder–
decoder based language generation techniques [32]. For example, in MRG [45] model, the target
user–item ID embedding is encoded with a deep neural network first, and the RNN is used as a
decoder to generate reviews with auxiliary multi-modal data and the encoded user–item ID embedding.
Despite the remarkable achievement that previous works have made, we argue that there still
exist limitations in explanation text generation. Most of the users’ reviews are general descriptions with little relevance to users’ decision process [40, 57]. For example, as shown in Figure 1,
a user describes a restaurant with three sentences. Among them, the first two sentences “What
can I say that hasn’t been said? I love this place.” are general endorsements. Most of the current
works input the user and item ID information without any specific semantic data, and rely on the
review corpus with a large portion of general endorsements when training text generation models. As such, these models are likely to generate general explanation text, such as “What a great
place to eat”. To improve the generated explanation text quality with controlled specific information, a natural solution is to import auxiliary fine-grained information to enrich the input data.
Researchers have proposed to import auxiliary data, such as item visual features [6, 26, 45], and
1 https://www.amazon.com.
2 https://www.yelp.com.
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Fig. 1. A piece of restaurant review from Yelp.com, with the generated explanation text from two state-ofthe-art models, MRG [45] and Att2Seq [16].

knowledge graphs [8]. Some other works utilized external tools of Sentires [58] to extract feature
related words from reviews, and then refined the raw reviews that have at least one feature word
as the ground-truth [23]. However, the auxiliary information these models relied on may be not
available. Besides, relying on external tools for feature extraction would let the performance of the
proposed model be heavily influenced by the external tool.
In fact, users often utilize reviews to express their preferences for different aspects of items, such
as taste and service. For example, in Figure 1, a user Lily wrote her opinion about the restaurant
she visited before in Yelp.com. We can obtain that Lily utilized “My go to place for amazing pizza
and pasta!” to express her affirmation to an inferred aspect of Italian Food. From these highlighted
phrases that Lily used to describe her feelings about the restaurant, we can infer that Lily concerns
more about the Italian Food aspect of a restaurant. If we recommend a new restaurant to her, we
should convince her to accept our recommendation from Italian Food aspect. In other words, the
users’ generated reviews contain expressive semantic information to explain her rating behavior,
and could be mined to guide specific text generation for explainable recommendation.
In this article, we study the problem of how to provide aspect-guided explanation text in review
based recommendation without any auxiliary data. To the best of our knowledge, ExpansionNet
is one of the few attempts that incorporates aspect level information to control text generation,
where the aspect representation is pre-trained from all users’ review corpus [36]. However, the
performance is unsatisfactory due to the following two reasons. First, ExpansionNet separates the
processes of aspect extraction and text generation, making users and items not represented in the
pretrained aspect space, thus leading to biases for aspect-guided text generation. Second, ExpansionNet neglects the correlation between the rating prediction and explanation text generation
tasks for mutual improvement. Besides, simply utilizing the noisy reviews will lead to unsatisfied
generated explanation text.
To this end, we focus on how to generate more fine-grained explanation text to persuade users
without any auxiliary data. Though the idea is simple, it is not trivial. There are two main challenges. First, the aspect information in reviews is hidden and unlabeled. In other words, how to
better utilize aspect information and represent user and item embeddings in the aspect space for
recommendation is very challenging. Second, how to effectively utilize the aspect information to
generate fine-grained explanation text with noisy user reviews is also full of challenges.
To tackle the above two challenges, we propose a novel multi-task learning framework
named Unsupervised Aspect-aware Explainable Review based Recommendation Model ( UARM). It is designed for rating prediction and explanation text generation simultaneously. Specifically, we select a state-of-the-art unsupervised aspect extraction module (i.e., ABAE [19]) for better
aspect extraction. By defining K latent aspects in an aspect space, U-ARM is capable of transforming each sentence of the review to the aspect space and calculating the aspect distribution of each
review sentence. After that, users and items can be represented in the aspect space with their
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historical reviews. Then, the aspect-aware representations of users and items are injected into
the rating prediction module and explanation text generation module. As users’ original reviews
are noisy and we aim at generating more persuasive explanation sentences, we further design an
adaptive language generation loss that assigns larger weights to review sentences that have more
proportion of aspect words. These three modules are trained in a multi-task learning manner,
such that the aspect-based representations are shared among rating prediction and text generation for mutual enhancement of the two tasks. In summary, we inject the aspect information for
representation learning, rating prediction, explanation text generation, and better review sentence
importance learning in a unified framework. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on three
real-world datasets to verify the superiority and effectiveness of our proposed U-ARM for both
rating prediction and explanation text generation.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Review Based Rating Prediction
Given users’ historical behavior, Collaborative Filtering (CF) models learn user and item embeddings from their historical data, and then predict each user’s ratings to unconsumed items
based on the similarity in the embedding space [5, 7, 15, 20, 38]. Despite the wide applicability,
the performance is limited by the sparsity of the user–item rating matrix. As users often write
reviews to express their feelings of items, review based recommendation utilizes both the reviews
and users’ rating behaviors to alleviate the sparsity issue. Earlier works have adopted topic models,
i.e., Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2], to extract the topic distributions of reviews. Then, the
learned topic distributions are used as model regularization[27, 33, 46, 53], or part of the enriched
hybrid user and item representations [43, 55]. With the huge success of deep learning in natural language processing, many researchers utilized state-of-the-art text embedding techniques in review
based rating prediction models, including convolution neural networks (CNNs) [59], recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [30], and attention-based neural networks [39]. After that, similar
to previous works, the learned review embeddings are also used as regularization [21, 30, 47, 56]
or incorporated in CF for better user and item embedding modeling [3, 29, 39, 44, 49, 59].
As users express their feelings from various aspects in reviews, some researchers argued it is
important to mine aspect information to improve recommendation accuracy. Some researchers
proposed to leverage external aspect extraction tools to extract aspect words from reviews, and
then aspect words and ratings are treated as the labels to help model optimization [48, 58]. Other
researchers adopted graphical models for aspect modeling, with each aspect treated as an unobserved variable that guides observed reviews and ratings [9–11, 14, 18, 51]. The performance of
these graphical models relies on the correlation assumption of hidden and observed variables,
which needs to be predefined. Some researchers leveraged deep learning techniques to learn the
aspect-based representations of users and items [12, 22]. However, the detailed correlation between
the learned representation and semantics of each aspect is not clear.
Our work is closely related to aspect extraction [28]. Most previous aspect extraction models
relied on extensions of LDA to treat a corpus as a mixture of topics (aspects). Recently, researchers
proposed an Attention-Based Aspect Extraction (ABAE) model for unsupervised aspect extraction of a review sentence [19]. In this work, we leverage ABAE in our proposed model for aspect
mining.
2.2 Explanation Text Generation Models
With the success of language generation models [32, 42], a choice for explainable recommendation is to generate explanation text. The language generation task usually has an encoder–decoder
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structure, in which the encoder part embeds the rich semantic information based on the detailed
scenarios. For example, machine translation task encodes the source sentence with a semantic vector [1], image and video captioning tasks focus on visual encoding in the encoder part [52]. For the
explanation text generation task, we find there is no formal definition of the distinction between
review generation and explanation text generation. According the related work, we summarize
these related works into three categories.
First, researchers proposed to generate personalized text based on users’ rating records and
reviews. These models borrow the vanilla encoder–decoder architecture for text generation. Some
researchers called the models as review generation [16, 35], while others treated it as explanation
text generation [13, 31]. To generate explanation text based on the encoder–decoder structure,
a natural choice is to send the user and item ID embedding as the input to the encoder for ID
embedding, and let the RNN-based decoder generate words one by one [13, 16, 24, 35]. In these
models, the user and item embeddings are pretrained from the user–item rating matrix, or are
jointly learned with both rating prediction and the language generation optimization goal. These
generation models are trained on review corpus. As a large portion of reviews are composed of
general endorsements, most of the generated text is general without specification for the decision
making process.
In the second category, researchers proposed to leverage auxiliary semantic information
to generate more fine-grained explanation text. The auxiliary information includes visual features [6, 26, 45], knowledge graph [8], and so on. Most authors mapped the user and item to the
same semantic space as the auxiliary first [6, 8, 26]. After that, the hidden state of the following
text generation module is initialized by the representations of both user and item. And different
attention mechanisms are utilized to control the text generation process [6, 26]. Most models in
this category are called explanation generation, except the works that utilized the visual information [45].
As the auxiliary data is not always available, in the third category, researchers attempted to
extract useful information from reviews or refine the noisy review datasets [4, 23, 34, 36]. For example, some researchers first manually annotated the justifications from reviews and then trained
a classifier to classify whether a review sentence can be treated as justification [34]. The collected
justifications are treated as the ground-truth. As human annotation is expensive, utilizing the external toolkit Sentires [58] to extract aspect words from the reviews is also a choice [4, 23]. Researchers treated the review sentences which contain at least one feature as ground-truth [23].
Instead of manually constructing a new review dataset, researchers utilized auto-denoising mechanism to control the text generation process by assigning different weights to different review
sentences [4]. Specifically, the review sentence which contains more proportion of feature words
are assigned to larger weight, when calculating the text generation loss. These works are termed
as explanation text generation in these original works [4, 23, 34]. Researchers also utilized external
aspect extraction models such as [19] to extract aspect words first, and then proposed ExpansionNet to guide text generation with precompuated aspect information [36]. However, ExpansionNet
is called as a review generation task.
To the best of our knowledge, ExpansionNet is one of the few attempts that considered how to
generate specific aspect based review without any auxiliary data [36]. ExpansionNet is composed
of two separate steps: the first is unsupervised aspect extraction [19]. After that, users and items
are associated with aspect-aware representations to control the text generation. We differ from this
model as follows. First and foremost, we treat the aspect space as a bridge for both user rating prediction and explanation text generation, and we could jointly perform these two tasks in a unified
framework. In comparison, ExpansionNet treats the two tasks separately. Second, due to the separation of two tasks in ExpansionNet, this model could not associate user and item aspect-aware
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embedding vectors with detailed semantic entities in the latent aspect space, leading to inferior
text generation performance. Third, ExpansionNet directly treats the noisy user reviews as review
generation ground-truth, while our proposed model could adaptively learn better informative review for model training. In summary, we inject the aspect information for representation learning,
rating prediction, explanation text generation, and better review sentence importance learning in
a unified framework.
3 PRELIMINARY AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first introduce the state-of-the-art unsupervised aspect extraction model:
ABAE [19], which is closely related to our work. Then, we give the problem formulation of
review based recommendation.
3.1

Preliminary

As mentioned in Section 1, reviews contain abundant aspect information, which is helpful for
generating fine-grained explanation text. However, the aspect information in reviews is hidden and
unlabeled, leading supervised methods inappropriate for aspect extraction. To this end, we intend
to use unsupervised methods to obtain the aspect information from reviews. Since our focus is how
to utilize aspect information to enrich both the rating prediction and explanation text generation
processes, we select the state-of-the-art unsupervised aspect extraction model: ABAE [19] as the
extraction model.
Formally, suppose there are K hidden aspects, given an input sentence s
=
(w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w t , . . . w T ), ABAE model is capable of generating the aspect distribution ϕ s ∈ RK ×1
of this sentence, which can be formulated as follows:
ϕ s = ABAE (s),

(1)

where the kth dimension of ϕ s denotes the importance of the hidden kth aspect.
Figure 2(b) illustrates the architecture of ABAE. To be specific, the input sentence s is first embedded with a pre-trained word embedding matrix E ∈ RV ×D , where V is the size of the vocabulary
and D denotes the dimension of word representations. For example, we can get the embedding et
of the tth word w t by indexing the matrix E with its index. Since not all words in sentence s have relations with aspects, the attention mechanism is employed to select the most relevant words. Thus,
the sentence representation with the consideration of aspects can be modeled with the following
equation:
T

α t (et ) T ,
(2)
α t = et Ma (ys ) T , z =
t =1

where ys is the average of all word representations in sentence s. Ma ∈ RD×D represents the trainable parameters of attention mechanism. α t denotes the importance of word w t for the sentence.
z is the sentence representation with the consideration of aspect information. With the help of attention mechanism, z can focus on words that are correlated to aspect distribution and represent
sentence semantics in the aspect space.
Based on the aspect-aware sentence representation z, the aspect distribution of the input sentence s can be calculated with the following equation:
ϕ s = So f tmax (Wϕ z + bϕ ),
RK ×D , bϕ

RK ×1 }

(3)

where {Wϕ ∈
∈
are the trainable parameters. K is the pre-defined number of aspects. So f tmax function is utilized to calculate the proportion of each aspect in the input sentence.
ϕ s is the aspect distribution that will be used in our proposed model.
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Next, ABAE defines an aspect matrix K ∈ RD×K as model parameters to represent the K aspects
information, with each aspect Kk is denoted as the kth column of K. The aspect matrix can be
regarded as K points in the word embedding space. Based on the aspect distribution ϕ s of sentence
s and aspect matrix K, ABAE can reconstruct the sentence embedding from its corresponding
aspect distribution ϕ s , which can be formulated as follows:
rs = Kϕ s ,

(4)

rs

where denotes the reconstructed sentence representation. To this end, ABAE can extract aspect
information and generate aspect distribution of input sentences by minimizing the distance between sentence representation z and reconstructed sentence representation rs in an unsupervised
manner. The loss function and training details of ABAE will be detailed in Section 4.4.
According to Equations (2) and (3), ABAE leverages attention mechanism to select the aspectrelevant words for aspect embedding. Each aspect is represented in the same word embedding
space and can be treated as a cluster that aggregates similar aspect related words. Therefore, the
learned hidden aspects are naturally correlated to words. Based on the extracted aspect distribution, we are capable of representing users and items in the aspect space with their review text in
a convenient way.
3.2 Problem Formulation
In a review based recommendation, the training set X consist of tuples (a, i, r ai , Cai ). For each
tuple, a and i denote the user ID and item ID. All users form the user set U, |U | = M, and all items
form the item set I, |I| = N . r ai and Cai denote the rating and review of user a to item i. Cai can
0 , s 1 , . . . , s |C ai | ). And each sentence s l can be represented
be separated into several sentences (sai
ai
ai
ai
0
1
t
l and w t denotes the tth
by a word sequence (w , w , . . . , w , . . . w T ), where T is the length of sai
l . Then, each user a’s review set is C = ([C ], ∀j ∈ I, r
word in sentence sai
a
aj
aj > 0), and each item
i’s review set is Ci = ([Cbi ], ∀b ∈ U, rbi > 0). All the words which appear in all reviews form the
vocabulary set V. For any user–item pair (a, i), the target of review based recommendation with
explanation text generation is to predict the corresponding rating and generate the corresponding
explanation text based on the reviews set of Ca and Ci .
UNSUPERVISED ASPECT-AWARE EXPLAINABLE REVIEW BASED
RECOMMENDATION MODEL (U-ARM)
Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of our proposed U-ARM. In the following subsections,
we will introduce the technical details of U-ARM from the following parts. First, we will describe
how to learn the user and item aspect-based representations based on the outputs of the aspect
extraction model. Then, we will introduce how to predict the corresponding rating and generate
the explanation text for the user–item pair (a, i) based on their aspect-aware representations.
4

4.1

Aspect-Based Representation Learning

In this module, we will introduce how to learn the aspect-aware representations of the users and
items. As mentioned in Section 1, aspect information helps analyze the user preference from a detailed perspective. Therefore, it is natural to map the aspect-aware user and item representations
into the same aspect semantic space, which can avoid the biases for aspect guided text generation and support the analysis of the interaction between rating prediction and explanation text
generation in review based recommendation.
Specifically, each user or item is correlated to a unique review set. We can generate the aspect
distribution of each sentence in the review set. Then, a pooling operation is utilized to output the
aspect-aware user and item representations in the same aspect space with their historical reviews.
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 40, No. 3, Article 63. Publication date: November 2021.
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Fig. 2. (a) The overall architecture of our proposed model U-ARM. (b) The architecture of the unsupervised
aspect extraction module ABAE.

Taking the user–item pair (a, i) as an example, user a has a corresponding review set Ca , each
0 , s 1 , . . . , s |C a j | ), with |C | denotes the number of
review Caj ∈ Ca contains a set of sentences (saj
aj
aj
aj
the sentences in review Caj . The aspect distribution of each sentence can be calculated with the
aspect extraction model F :
l

l
),
ϕ sa j = F (s aj

(5)

l
where saj

denotes the lth sentence in the review Caj . After getting the aspect distribution of each
sentence, we employ the average pooling operation to map aspect-aware representation of each
user into the aspect space. This process can be formulated as follows:
 
1
ϕa = 
ϕ sa j ,
(6)
C a j ∈C a |C aj | C ∈C s ∈C
aj

a

aj

aj

RD×1

is the aspect-aware representation of user a in the aspect space. Similarly, the
where ϕ a ∈
same operation is applied to the review set Ci of item i to get the aspect-aware representation ϕ i
of item i in the same aspect space.
4.2

Rating Prediction Module

This module will present how to make full use of the user and item aspect-aware representations,
and how to encode user and item information in both the aspect space and latent space for better
rating prediction. According to last subsection, we know the aspect-aware user and item representations are capable of modeling users and items in the same space as word embeddings and latent
aspects, such that users and items are associated with aspects and words in the same semantic
space. Thus, it is natural to ask how to make full use of these user and item semantic representations. Besides, as the interaction between users and items is also important, we intend to encode
user and item information in both the aspect space and latent space. Then, we integrate them for
better rating prediction.
Encoder. As the aspect-aware representations of users and items are learned from their corresponding reviews, they are capable of enriching the rating prediction module for better prediction.
We first leverage an MLP to merge the aspect-aware representations of users and items. For each
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user–item pair (a, i), this process can be formulated as follows:
ϕ

hai = MLP1 ([ϕ a , ϕ i ]),

(7)

ϕ

where hai denotes the encoded vector from the aspect space. [·, ·] is the concatenation operation.
Here, MLP1 represents the Lϕ -layer multi-layer perceptron. For lth layer of MLP1 , it can be formulated as follows:
ϕ
ϕ ϕ
ϕ
(8)
hl = ReLU (Wl hl −1 + bl ),
ϕ

ϕ

where {Wl , bl } are the trainable parameters. ReLU is the non-linear Rectified Linear Unit activaϕ

ϕ

tion function. hl −1 is the hidden states of the (l − 1)th layer and h0 = [ϕ a , ϕ i ]. By stacking multiple
layers, U-ARM is able to make full of aspect-aware user and item representations for better rating
prediction.
Apart from the aspect-aware representations, user and item representations in the collaborative
latent space also play a crucial role. The collaborative signal can analyze the interaction between
user and item and has achieved impressive performance. Concretely, we first set two free embedding matrices P ∈ RM ×D R and Q ∈ RN ×D R to represent users and items in the latent factor space,
with pa and qi denote the latent factor vectors of the user a and item i, respectively.
Like the latent-factor models, we also utilize matrix factorization method to model the interaction between the user and item based on their attribute-based representations. To better coordinate
with the encoding in aspect space and capture the complex interaction between the user and item,
we employ another MLP to process the latent factor vectors of the user and item as follows:
hai = MLP2 ([pa , qi ]),

(9)

where hai denotes the encoded vectors from the latent factor space. We have to note that MLP2
has the similar structure as MLP1 .
Decoder for Rating Prediction. After getting the encoded vectors form the aspect space and
latent factor space, it is natural to integrate them for final rating prediction. Here, we leverage
linear transformer to predict the final rating of user a to item i, which can be formulated as follows:
ϕ

rˆai = WR (hai + hai ) + ba + bi + μ,

(10)

where WR is the transfer matrix in the rating space. ba , bi , and μ are the biases of user, item, and
global average rating, respectively.
4.3 Explanation Text Generation Module
In this module, we aim at introducing how to leverage user and item aspect-aware representations to generate more fine-grained explanation text based on the real review Cai =
0 , . . . , wt , . . . , w |m | ). Similar to many generation models, we employ an encoder–decoder
(wai
ai
ai
structure for explanation text generation. To generate better specific text, we propose to leverage
user and item aspect representations in the encoder part to learn their better aspect distribution,
and let the decoder part to focus on specific aspects for more fine-grained explanation text generation. Next, we will give a detailed description about this generation module.
Encoder. The encoder part fuses the aspect-aware representations as well as the free latent


representations of users and items. Let P ∈ RM ×DG and Q ∈ RN ×DG denote the free latent factors
of users and items. A non-linear transformation is employed to encode the latent factor vectors
and aspect-aware representations of the user and the item as

  

uai = tanh Wu pa , qi + bu , vai = tanh(Wv [ϕ a , ϕ i ] + bv ),
(11)
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where {Wu ∈ RD H ×2DG , Wv ∈ RD H ×2K , bu ∈ RD H ×1 , bv ∈ RD H ×1 } are trainable parameters, D H is
the dimension of the hidden state of the GRU structure in decoder. tanh is the activation function.
Please note that, in the encoder part, the user and item aspect representations are shared with the
aspect representations in the rating prediction module, as the user and item aspect representations
are projected in the same hidden aspect space from the corresponding review set. Nevertheless,
the user and item free latent matrices are different in the rating prediction and explanation text
generation modules, as these two tasks rely on different user and item free embeddings. In practice,
we also find setting different free latent matrices for these two tasks to achieve better results than
sharing the same latent matrix in the experiments.
Decoder for Explanation Text Generation. Inspired by [17, 36], we utilize copy mechanism
to inject aspect information in the explanation text generation process. For each predicted words
t at step t, in order to inject the aspect information into the explanation text generation process,
w ai
we argue that the predicted words are influenced by two kinds of factors: the previous sequence
before step t, and the aspect distribution of the target user–item pair at step t. Thus, the predicted
t ) can be calculated with:
probability p(w ai




 
t
t
0
1
t −1 
t
|w ai
, w ai
, . . . , w ai
, pa , qi + pA w ai
|t, ϕ a , ϕ i ,
= pS w ai
(12)
p w ai
where the first term and the second term are the probabilities which are influenced by the previous
sequence and the aspect distribution of the target user–item, respectively.
To model the influence of previous sequence, we simply employ GRU. Specifically, at training
stage, we send the pre-trained embedding etai of the tth word wtai in the review Cai to GRU, so
that the hidden state htai can be updated for the tth generation. This process can be formulated as
follows:


0
hai
= uai + vai , htai = GRU htai−1 , etai ,
(13)
0 is the initial hidden state of GRU. ht −1 is the (t − 1)th hidden state of GRU. To better
where hai
ai
exploit the encoded information, we employ attention mechanism to calculate the contribution of
the user and item latent information for word prediction, as the latent factor representations focus
on the interaction between user and item, both of their representations have influence on the final
generation results. The process can be calculated as follows:


 


α at = exp tanh Wα pa ; htai + bα /Z ,


 


(14)
α it = exp tanh Wα qi ; htai + bα /Z ,




atai = α at pa + α it qi ,
where {Wα ∈ R1×(DG +D H ) , bα ∈ R1 } are trainable parameters. Z is the normalization term. And Z
can be calculated with:


 




 


Z = exp tanh Wα pa ; htai + bα + exp tanh Wα qi ; htai + bα .
(15)
After getting the weighted latent factor representation atai at step t, we concatenate it with the
t in the generated text:
hidden state htai to predict the probability of the tth word w ai
 




t
= tanh WV atai , htai + bV .
(16)
pS w ai
t ), first we calculate the aspect distribution bt of the
In order to calculate the probability pA (w ai
ai
user–item pair (a, i) at step t, by leveraging the attention mechanism to calculate the contribution
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of their aspect-aware representations:





 
βat = exp tanh Wβ ϕ a ; htai + b β /Z




 
βit = exp tanh Wβ ϕ i ; htai + b β /Z

btai

=

βat ϕ a

+

(17)

βit ϕ i ,


where {Wβ ∈ R1×(K +D H ) , b β ∈ R1 } are trainable parameters. Z is the normalization term. btai
represents the distribution over K aspects of the user–item pair. With the learned btai , the weights
t , we can calculate its
of each aspect in this user–item pair can be quantified. For each word w ai
t
corresponding predicted probability pA (w ai ) with:
t
t ∈A ,
) = btai · 1w ai
pA (w ai
k

(18)

where Ak denotes all the words that associate with the kth aspect. 1w k ∈Ak is a binary value. If
t belongs to A , 1 t
the word w ai
k
w ai ∈Ak = 1 otherwise it equals 0. Thus this equation means for any
t that associate with the kth aspect, its predicted probability is the value of the
candidate word w ai
kth element of the vector btai .
Specifically, with the aspect matrix K defined in Equation (4), each aspect KkA is represented in
the same semantic space as words. Therefore, for each aspect k, we could construct an aspect word
list Ak by selecting top-100 words that are most similar to KkA to form the vocabulary VA . In other
words, each word in Ak has a close semantic relationship with this aspect in the inferred aspect
space A.
Finally, we combine Equations (16) and (18) for text generation process as




t ∈ V −V
⎧
tanh WV atai , htai + bV
for w ai
⎪
A
t
⎨




,
(19)
p(w ai ) = ⎪
t , ht
t ·1 t
t ∈ V
tanh
W
for
w
a
+
b
+
b
V
V
A
w
∈A
ai ai
ai
ai
k
ai
⎩
In the above text generation process, for the general words which belong to V − VA , their predicted probabilities are only influenced by the previous sequence before step t. And for the aspect
words which belong to VA , they are not only influenced by the previous sequence before step t
but also the aspect distribution of the target user–item pair at step t. Thus we can judge at step t,
whether the aspect words should be predicted, and which aspect words should be predicted. Based
on this operation, U-ARM is capable of integrating the ID latent factor representations and aspectaware representations of the user and item effectively, and generating fine-grained explanation
text accurately.
4.4

Joint Model Training and Inference

In this section, we will present the joint model training and inference method of our proposed
U-ARM.
Loss Function. The loss function is composed of three parts: the aspect extraction based loss,
the rating prediction loss, and the explanation text generation loss.
As mentioned in Section 4, we employ aspect extraction module in an unsupervised manner. We
select the margin based ranking loss. Specifically, both the reconstructed sentence representation
rs and weighed sentence representation z focus on the aspect information. We intend to minimize
their distance as follows:

LA = max (0, 1 − rs , z + rs , z ),
(20)


where z denotes the negative sentence representation, which we sample from the representations
of other review sentences. We use the inner product <, > to measure the similarity. Besides, the
extracted aspects are encouraged to be different from each other, which can represent the aspect
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information comprehensively. In other words, any two columns of the matrix K are better to be
orthogonal. Thus, we leverage the following equation to regularize the learning process of the
learned aspect representation as
r eд
LA = (KT K − I) 2 .
(21)
To this end, the loss function of unsupervised aspect extraction module is presented as follows:
r eд

LAO = λ 1 LA + λ 2 LA ,

(22)

where λ 1 and λ 2 are the weights to balance the importance of different losses, which are defined
before model training.
For rating prediction module, we select the Mean Square Error (MSE) as the loss function in
the following format:

(r ai − rˆai ) 2 ,
(23)
LR =
(a,i ) ∈X

where X denotes the observed user–item pairs in the training set.
For explanation text generation module, given the real reviews, we utilize the Negative Log
Likelihood (NLL) as the loss function:


  
1 
t
log softmax p w ai
.
(24)
LG = −
|X|
t
(a,i ) ∈X w ai ∈C ai

Alternatively, as not all content of the reviews are of explainable purpose, we have injected
the learned aspects to adaptively learn review importance for better explanation text generation.
Inspired by [4], by assigning each review sentence a weight according to the proportion of the
aspect words of it, the explanation text generation process can be controlled. Thus, we calculate
the importance score βsai of each review sentence sai with:
Nsai
,
(25)
|s ai |
where Nsai denotes the number of aspect words in the sentence sai , and |s ai | denotes the length of
the sentence. The aspect words can be found in the aspect words set VA . Thus, the loss function
can be rewritten as


  
1  
t
LG = −
βsai
loд so f tmax p w ai
.
(26)
|X|
t
s ∈C
βsai =

(a,i ) ∈X

ai

ai

w ai ∈s ai

Please note that the aspect extraction module is kept updated in the optimization process. Thus,
the importance weight of each review sentence is also kept updated, as the aspect words are constructed with the aspect matrix KA .
To this end, the final loss function of our proposed U-ARM can be formulated as combining
the unsupervised aspect extraction based loss function (Equation (22)), the rating based loss function (Equation (23)), and the language generation loss (Equations (24) or (26)):
L = λ A LAO + λ R LR + λG LG ,

(27)

where λ A , λ R , and λG are the weights to balance the importance of different modules. λ A controls
the weight of the aspect extraction module, λ R and λG are the weights for the two tasks of rating
prediction and explanation text generation. The larger the weights, the more important the corresponding module in the model training process. Specifically, when λ A = 0, i.e, the aspect based
loss disappears in the final optimization function, our model turns into a classical model without
any fine-grained aspect guided text generation. As there are two kinds of language generation loss,
when Equation (24) is treated as language generation loss, we use U-ARM to denote our proposed
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model. And when Equation (26) is treated as the language generation loss, we use U-ARM-E to
denote the enhanced versions of our proposed model.
4.5

Time Complexity

Comparing with the traditional models for rating prediction and explanation text generation, introducing the aspects will bring additional time complexity from three perspectives, i.e., aspectaware representations learning, rating prediction, and explanation text generation. For any pair
of user–item (a, i), the time complexity for the aspect-aware representations learning module is
O((L a + Li )(L(D 2 + 2D) + KD)), where L a , Li denotes the review sentence number of the user a
and item i, L denotes the maximum review sentence length, D denotes the word dimension, and
K denotes the number of aspects. In the rating prediction module, the time complexity which is
brought by the aspect-aware representations can be O(2DL 1 + L 1 L 2 + L 2 L 3 + 2L 3 ), if and only if the
MLP in the rating prediction module is three-layers, and the layer dimensions of it are L 1 , L 2 , and
L 3 , respectively. Moreover, in the explanation text generation module, the main operation is mapping the hidden state to the vocabulary space. As the dimension of the aspect-aware user and item
representations is much smaller than the vocabulary size, it will not bring more significant time
complexity. We can find that if an item or a user has many historical reviews, or if a sentence is
too long, the time complexity in the aspect-aware representations learning module should be enormous. Thus, we control the maximum values of the L a , Li , and L with p1 , p2 , and p3 , respectively.
The p1 , p2 , and p3 equal the values of the “Max Sentence Number of 85% Users”, “Max Sentence
Number of 85% Items”, and “Max Sentence Length of 85% Sentences” in Table 1, respectively. More
details can refer to Section 5.2.
5

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first introduce the datasets that we evaluate models on. Then, we describe the
implementation details of our proposed U-ARM and U-ARM-E. Next, we present empirical results
and give a detailed analysis of models on rating prediction and explanation text generation tasks,
respectively.
5.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on three real world datasets, Amazon Video Games, Amazon Pet Supplies,3
and Yelp(2020).4
Amazon Video Games. This dataset is crawled from the online shopping website Amazon.com. It
contains users’ ratings, reviews, and some metadata from the customers to the products in “Video
Games” category. Users’ ratings range from 1 to 5, with larger ratings denote higher preferences.
Amazon Pet Supplies. This dataset is also crawled from the online shopping website Amazon.com.
Products in this dataset belong to the “Pet Supplies” category. Values of the ratings also range from
1 to 5.
Yelp (2020). This dataset is provided by Yelp Inc. Yelp is a location based platform that provides
user reviews and recommendations of the best restaurants, shopping, and so on. The dataset contains the ratings, reviews, and some metadata from the customers to various local business categories, such as “Restaurants”, “Dentists”, and “Bars”. As the original dataset is too large, we only
select the reviews of “Restaurants”. In data pre-processing, we keep users and items with more
than 10 and less than 100 training records.
3 http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/.
4 https://www.yelp.com/dataset.
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Table 1. Statistics for the Three Datasets

Dataset
User Number
Item Number
Rating
Rating Density
Max Sentence Number of All Users
Max Sentence Number of All Items
Max Sentence Length of All Sentences
Max Sentence Number of 85% Users
Max Sentence Number of 85% Items
Max Sentence Length of 85% Sentences
Vocabulary Size

5.2

Amazon Video Games
24,301
10,672
231,780
0.089%
627
613
571
10
27
14
35,902

Amazon Pet Supplies
19,853
8,510
157,836
0.093%
117
413
372
9
22
11
16,602

Yelp (2020)
15,753
16,110
162,004
0.064%
96
86
242
15
13
10
22,228

Data Processing

We first randomly split the data into training set, validation set, and test set with 80%, 10%, 10%.
Next, we employ two steps to process the data, including Vocabulary Construction and Data Simplification. The statistics of datasets after pre-processing are illustrated in Table 1.
1. Vocabulary Construction. We collect all reviews which appear in the training data and remove
all stop words and punctuation. Then, we train a Word2Vec model based on the training review
data with the gensim5 toolkit, the parameters are set to (min_count = 10, size = 200, workers = 12,
iter = 10). The vocabulary can be generated from the trained Word2Vec model and treated as the
vocabulary for the rating prediction and explanation text generation modules.
2. Data Simplification. When preparing data for the aspect extraction module, the simplification
process can be divided into two steps. First, we count the number of sentences in all the users’ and
items’ corresponding reviews. Second, we randomly select at most p1 sentences for each user and
p2 for each item. The p1 and p2 mean that 85% users at most have p1 sentences and 85% items at
most have p2 sentences. And for each sentence, we also select at most p3 words. p3 means that 85%
sentences have at most p3 words. The p1 , p2 , and p3 equal the values of the “Max Sentence Number
of 85% Users”, “Max Sentence Number of 85% Items”, and “Max Sentence Length of 85% Sentences”
in Table 1, respectively. We use the number 85 here because the authors adopted the same setting
in their model implementation [59]. Please note that there is no mention of this setting in their
paper, the details can be found in their implementation.6 When preparing training data for the
review generation module, we keep at most 30 words for each review.
5.3 Model Implementation
We tune the hyper-parameters on the validation set to achieve the best performance, and use
early stopping to select the best model. Since U-ARM has different hyper-parameter settings on
different datasets, we list some common hyper-parameters in Table 2. Meanwhile, Adam optimizer
is employed to optimize the model parameters. The entire model is implemented with PyTorch7
and trained on Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU. The implementation of our proposed model can refer to this
gitee repository.8 And the hyper-parameter configures of all the comparative baseline models can
refer to Table 3. We also release the implementations of these models in the same gitee repository.
5 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/index.html.
6 https://github.com/chenchongthu/DeepCoNN.
7 https://pytorch.org/.
8 https://gitee.com/PeijieSun/u-arm.
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Table 2. Hyper-Parameters Configuration in U-ARM
and U-ARM-E

Hyper-parameter
Aspect Number
Aspect Embedding Size
Free Embedding Size of P, Q
Free Embedding Size of P, Q
Hidden Dimension of GRU in Decoder
MLP1 Hidden Sizes
MLP2 Hidden Sizes
Number of Layers in MLP1
Number of Layers in MLP2
Learning Rate
Batch Size
Learning Weight Decay

Value
K = 15
D = 200
D R = 32
DG = 64
D H = 512
[64, 128, 64, 32]
[64, 128, 64, 32]
3
3
lr = 0.001
256
0.01

To make our proposed model easier to train, we utilize the pre-training mechanism. Specifically,
we first pretrain the rating prediction module with setting the (λ A , λ R , λG ) as (1e − 4, 1e + 0, 1e − 7)
in Equation (27). After that, we set the (λ A , λ R , λG ) as (1e − 4, 1e − 3, 1e + 0) and we load the
pretrained rating prediction module to our proposed model.
In the inference process, for a new input user–item pair (a, i), we first collect all their related
reviews, C a and Ci . Then, we can get their aspect-based representations ϕ a and ϕ i with Equation (6).
Next, we use these representations for rating prediction and explanation text generation.
5.4 Experiments on Rating Prediction
Baselines. We select six different baselines to compare with our proposed U-ARM, which can be
grouped into three types: CF models, content-based models, and multi-task learning methods. The
characteristics of these text generation baselines can refer to Table 4. The brief descriptions of
these baselines are as follows:
— AVG: AVG predicts each user’s rating is the average rating in the training data without
any personalization. This simple baseline could be used to evaluate the improvement of
recommender systems over non-personalized algorithms.
— PMF [38]: PMF is a classical recommendation model, which can model the linear collaborative interaction between users and items.
— NeuMF [20]: NeuMF boosts the performance of PMF by modeling both the simple and nonlinear complex interaction between users and items.
— DeepCoNN [59]: DeepCoNN utilizes two CNN modules to learn the semantic-based representation of users and items, and predicts the rating based on Factorization Machine
(FM).
— A3NCF [10]: A3NCF leverages LDA to extract the topic distribution of users and items, and
designs an attention neural network to select the most valuable topics of users and items
when predicting the rating.
— CF-GCN [35]: It is also a multi-task model. CF-GCN shares free user and item embedding of
the two tasks, and utilizes the linear function to predict the rating for the target user–item
pair.
— MRG [45]: MRG is a multi-task model for both review generation and rating prediction. It
adopts an MLP module to predict rating from the user to the item.
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Table 3. The Hyper-Parameter Configures in all Baseline Models

Model
PMF [38]

Hyper-parameter
Latent Factor Dimension
GMF Latent Dimension
NeuMF [20]
MLP Layers
CNN Kernel Size
CNN Filters Num
DeepCoNN [59]
FM Dimension
Latent Factor Dimension
Topics Num
A3NCF [10]
Num of Factors
Activation Function
Word Dimension
GRU_LM [42]
Hidden Dimension
Dropout
Encoder Dimension
Decoder Dimension
CF_GCN [35]
Hidden Dimension
Dropout
Latent Factor Dimension
MLP Layers
Word Dimension
MRG [45]
Hidden Dimension
Dropout
Word Dimension
Hidden Dimension
Att2Seq [16]
Latent Factor Dimension
Dropout
Aspect Dimension
Aspect Number
Word Dimension
ExpansionNet [36]
Hidden Dimension
Latent Factor Dimension
Dropout

Value
32
32
64, 128, 64, 32
3
100
10
32
15
30
ReLU
512
512
0.1
200
512
512
0.1
32
64, 128, 64, 32
512
512
0.1
512
512
32
0.1
30
15
512
512
32
0.1

Metrics. Since it is a rating prediction task, we use the root mean square error (RMSE) as
the evaluation metric, which is calculated as

1 
(r ai − rˆai ) 2 ,
(28)
RMSE =
|X|
(a,i ) ∈X

where rˆai and r ai are the predicted rating and real rating.
Overall performance. Table 5 reports the rating prediction results of models on different
datasets. We obtain the following three conclusions:
1. We observe that our proposed model outperforms other baselines in Amazon Video Games
and Amazon Pet Supplies datasets. By taking the aspect information among reviews into
consideration, U-ARM can represent users and items in the aspect space. Together with the
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Table 4. Characteristics of the Baselines for Rating Prediction Task

Data Source
Aspect Modeling Multi-task Learning
Rating Review
√
PMF [38]
×
×
×
√
NeuMF [20]
×
×
×
√
√
DeepCoNN [59]
×
×
√
√
√
A3NCF [10]
×
√
√
√
CF_GCN [35]
×
√
√
√
MRG [45]
×
√
√
√
√
U-ARM

Model

And characteristics of the baselines for explanation text generation task can be found in Table 6.

Table 5. Rating Prediction Performance with RMSE Metric

Model
AVG
PMF
NeuMF
DeepCoNN
A3NCF
CF-GCN
MRG
U-ARM

Amazon
Video Games
1.2039
1.0520
1.0435
1.0453
1.0694
1.0513
1.0478
1.0393*

Amazon
Pet Supplies
1.1722
1.1044
1.1058
1.1051
1.1417
1.1148
1.1055
1.1032*

Yelp(2020)
1.2366
1.1239
1.1290
1.1319
1.1353
1.1239
1.1271
1.1258**

∗ means our proposed model can achieve significant improvement than all the
baseline models with p < 0.05 based on the Student’s t -test. ** means our
proposed model can achieve significant improvement than most baseline
models with p < 0.05 based on the Student’s t -test. The bold font refers to the
best model and the underline shows the model that ranks the second.

representations in latent space, users’ ratings to items can be evaluated comprehensively.
Meanwhile, the utilization of reviews can alleviate the data sparsity problem of these two
datasets. Therefore, U-ARM can achieve the best performance.
2. Our proposed U-ARM ranks second on Yelp(2020) dataset. In fact, PMF shows the best performance on Yelp(2020), and CF-GCN that relies on PMF for rating prediction shows the
same performance on this dataset. Models that built more complex users’ personalized interests, e.g., non-linear user–item interaction with NeuMF, review content modeling with
DeepCoNN, and fine-grained aspect modeling with U-ARM, do not perform as well as the
simple PMF baseline. We guess a possible reason is that, for location based recommendation
like Yelp, apart from the personalized preference, there are many local features that may
influence users’ choices, such as popularity, location, and so on. These factors are not easy
to mine from reviews and user–item behaviors.
3. When talking about the aspect information, U-ARM not only performs better than the aspectbased model A3NCF, but also outperforms the review based model DeepCoNN. This phenomenon demonstrates that properly modeling aspect information is also helpful for rating prediction. Besides, as the datasets are very sparse, complex deep learning models like NeuMF
may perform worse than shallow models like PMF.
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Table 6. Characteristics of the Baselines for Review Generation Task

Data Source
Aspect Modeling Multi-task Learning
Rating Review
√
GRU-LM [42]
×
×
×
√
√
Att2Seq [16]
×
×
√
√
ExpansionNet [36]
×
×
√
√
√
CF_GCN [35]
×
√
√
√
MRG [45]
×
√
√
√
√
U-ARM
The characteristics of the baselines for rating prediction task can be found in Table 4.

5.5

Explanation Text Generation

Baselines. For this task, we select five state-of-the-art baselines to compare with our proposed
model U-ARM, including GRU_LM, Att2Seq, MRG, CF_GCN, and ExpansionNet. The characteristics of these text generation baselines can refer to Table 6. Following are brief descriptions of these
baselines:
— GRU_LM [42]: GRU_LM model is a base language generation model without detailed user
and item ID embedding modeling.
— Att2Seq [16]: Att2Seq is designed to encode both the ID information of the user and item,
and the rating information for review text generation task.
— ExpansionNet [36]: ExpansionNet is a state-of-the-art model to generate reviews by injecting the aspect information. ExpansionNet first leveraged a prerained ABAE model to find
aspect related words. Then, users and items are associated with aspect-aware representation
to control the generation by attending to specific encoder information.
— CF_GCN [35]: It is also a multi-task model for both tasks. Different from MRG, it treats the
linear interaction of the user and item as the input of the text generation module.
— MRG [45]: MRG is a multi-task model for both review generation and rating prediction. It
models the complex interaction between users and items as the input of the following text
generation module. In our work, as we do not have any multimodal data, we will simplify
the text generation module with text input.
Metrics. For language generation task, we employ BLEU_1, BLEU_4, ROUGE_1_F, and
ROUGE_L_F as the metrics [25, 37]. These metrics are calculated based on the overlapping content
of the candidate generated reviews and the real reviews. Larger values of these metrics mean better
performance. More specifically, BLEU is used to evaluate how many generated words appear in real
reviews. ROUGE is used to evaluate how many real words appear in generated reviews. Besides,
BLEU_1, BLEU_4 are calculated based on the unigram and 4-grams. ROUGE_1_F and ROUGE_L_F
are calculated based on the unigram and n-grams, where n is the length longest co-occurring in
sequence, and n is calculated automatically.
To our best knowledge, it is non-trivial to evaluate the performance of the explanation text
generation models directly as there is no ground-truth. In this article, since our proposed models
aim at generating more fine-grained aspect-aware explanation text, general sentences in reviews
should be removed for better evaluation, such as “What can I say that hasn’t been said? I love this
place.” in Figure 1 in the previous version, which is not helpful to generate persuasive explanation
text. However, this operation is time and labor consuming. In this article, we evaluate the quality
of the generated explanation text from two perspectives. First, to guarantee our proposed models
can capture the interaction between the target user and item and generate reasonable explanation
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sentences, we utilize the BLEU_* and ROUGE_* metrics to automatically evaluate whether our
proposed models can generate actual sentences or not. From Tables 7 and 12 in the revised version,
we can find our proposed models outperform almost all baseline models based on the BLEU_*
and ROUGE_* metrics. Second, to evaluate the explainability of our proposed models, we conduct
experiments based on three metrics, “Fluency”, “Coherence”, and “Persuasiveness”. From Table 14,
we can find that our proposed model also outperforms all baseline models. Therefore, based on the
above experimental results, the explainability of our proposed models can be guaranteed.
Overall performance. We report the experimental results of all models on three datasets in
Table 7. According to the results, two important observations are presented as follows:
1 Among all models,U-ARM achieves the best performance on all datasets with all metrics,
followed by the baseline ExpansionNet. This phenomenon shows it is important to inject
fine-grained information for review generation. Nevertheless, ExpansionNet separates the
process of aspect extraction and text generation. On the contrary, U-ARM integrates the
aspect extraction and user–item encoding processes, and mutually enhance the two tasks
of rating prediction and review text generation. Therefore, U-ARM not only avoids the biases for aspect-guided generation, but also selects the relevant aspect information for the
generation process, which leads to the best performance on the explanation text generation
task.
2 CF_GCN uses simple linear concatenation of user and item free embeddings, and MRG
adopts the MLP structure for user and item embedding fusion. Though the structures of
MRG and CF_GCN are very similar, we can observe from Table 7 that CF_GCN outperforms
MRG. We speculate one possible reason is that they both leverage limited user behavior data
to model the additional complex user–item free embedding interaction. Although the encoding module of our proposed model U-ARM is also complex, we represent the user and item in
the aspect semantic space with their historical reviews. As the reviews contain more meaningful semantic information, the aspect space and the behavior space need to be carefully
fused in the encoder part for better explanation text generation. Therefore, our encoding
module, although complex, is able to achieve better performance.
5.6 Aspect Modeling Performance
As mentioned in the previous sections, utilizing aspect information from reviews is the key characteristic of our proposed U-ARM, which could generate fine-grained explanation text to persuade
users. To this end, we make extra exploration about aspect modeling to verify its effectiveness on
explanation text generation and better demonstrate the superiority of our proposed U-ARM. In the
following parts, we give a detailed analysis about aspect modeling from three directions: The selected aspect words, The proportion of aspect words in generated text, and The case study of generated
text.
The selected aspect words. To show the extracted aspect information more intuitively, we list
five inferred aspects and the associated representative words for each dataset. The aspect words
are obtained as follows: we first train our proposed U-ARM. After that, for each learned aspect
representation, we find the top similar words based on the cosine similarity between the aspect
representation and the word representation. We list some aspects and the words that appear in
each aspect in Table 8. As we do not have any ground-truth labels of the real aspects in these
datasets, we infer the most suitable aspects from the corresponding extracted words for easier
understanding. Based on the results in Table 8, we can conclude that these aspects can better
describe the user preference from different dimensions. For example, In pet stuff shopping, users
concern more about that have a connection with the pets, such as pet status, animal type, body
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Table 7. Explanation Text Generation: Model Performance on BLEU and
ROUGE Metrics on Three Real-World Datasets

Model
GRU-LM
Att2Seq
ExpansionNet
CF-GCN
MRG
U-ARM
Model
GRU-LM
Att2Seq
ExpansionNet
CF-GCN
MRG
U-ARM
Model
GRU-LM
Att2Seq
ExpansionNet
CF-GCN
MRG
U-ARM

BLEU_1
0.2537
0.2553
0.2643
0.2654
0.2581
0.2650**
BLEU_1
0.2274
0.2395
0.2546
0.2559
0.2402
0.2608*
BLEU_1
0.2349
0.2314
0.2427
0.2356
0.2377
0.2446*

Amazon Video Games
BLEU_4
ROUGE_1_F
0.0066
0.2877
0.0087
0.2918
0.3053
0.0105
0.0102
0.3021
0.0082
0.2951
0.0112*
0.3081*
Amazon Pet Supplies
BLEU_4
ROUGE_1_F
0.0041
0.2604
0.0056
0.2735
0.0088
0.2972
0.0078
0.2915
0.0058
0.2753
0.0089*
0.3009*
Yelp(2020)
BLEU_4
ROUGE_1_F
0.0063
0.2586
0.0053
0.2525
0.0070
0.2736
0.0063
0.2703
0.0062
0.2629
0.0074*
0.2755*

ROUGE_L_F
0.206
0.2058
0.2147
0.2143
0.2088
0.2163*
ROUGE_L_F
0.1907
0.1928
0.2055
0.203
0.1938
0.2082*
ROUGE_L_F
0.1946
0.1907
0.1993
0.1995
0.1934
0.2010*

∗ means our proposed model can achieve significant improvement than all the baseline
models with p < 0.05 based on the Student’s t -test. ** means our proposed model can achieve
significant improvement than most baseline models with p < 0.05 based on the Student’s
t -test. The bold font refers to the best model and the underline shows the model that ranks
the second.

size, and so on. For the inferred aspect pet status, the closely related words, such as olds, itched,
fracture, describe the possible healthy concerns with the current pet status. This aspect shows the
health status of each pet, and can be used to better describe the particular effect for each possible
health status. As such, these aspect words can help U-ARM to model the interaction between users
and items in a detailed manner, which is in favor of predicting more accurate ratings of users to
items. Moreover, these extracted words describe the specific attributes of items. With their help,
U-ARM can generate a more fine-grained explanation text for convincing users. In other words,
U-ARM has better performance on explanation text generation task.
The statistics of aspect words in the generated text. We have already shown that the performance of explanation text generation has been improved with language evaluation metrics. All
these language evaluation metrics are designed to evaluate the overlap of the generated sentence
and the real reviews provided by users. Since most users’ reviews contain a large portion of general terms without specific product attributes for the explanation, it is still unclear whether the
generated explanation text is more specific and can better persuade users based on their personalized needs. To this end, in this part, we intend to evaluate the specificity of the generated text.
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Table 8. List of Representative Words for Several Inferred Aspects

Amazon Video Games
Aspect Words
configure, access, applied, mapped, hotkey, transmits,
Installation
coordinate, vibrates
battlepacks, unlock, wealth, badges, capsules, bonuses,
Elements
psionic, prestige
Game Name
rdr, cnc, rpg, genre, nmh, puzzler, gtas, wargaming
tonight, june, august, december, july, january, shipped,
Time
screamed
explores, malgrave, switzerland, monumental, harbors,
Scene
hellgate, oceanic, geographic
Amazon Pet Supplies
Inferred Aspect Name
Aspect Words
pug, doberman, westie, beagle, labradoodle, maltipoo,
Dog breeds
puggle, goldendoodle
olds, itched, fracture, bratty, limp, lethargic, howled,
Pet status
steadily, luckily
vinyl, plastic, canvas, rubberized, silicone, elastic, pvc,
Material
neoprene
dogs, cats, ferrets, rats, weimaraners, parakeets, bunnies,
Animal type
turtles
Body size
small, large, big, tiny, giant, larger, shallow, wide
Yelp(2020)
Inferred Aspect Name
Aspect Words
rude, subpar, impatient, unhappy, pushy, flustered,
Service
upset, lacklustre
flavorful, tasty, vinegary, waterlogged, juicy, crispy,
Taste
meaty, tender
blackberry, marshmallow, sorbet, jellies, crackers,
Snacks
espressos, passionfruit, raisins
hudson, columbus, matthews, mckenzie, santan,
Location
beaches, kennedy, braddock
affordable, quality, inexpensive, inventive, upscale,
Price
modest, cheap, bargain
Inferred Aspect Name

Since each hidden aspect and each word are mapped into the same semantic space, for each aspect,
we also first calculated the top-100 nearest words of each aspect, and treated the nearest words as
aspect words. For each dataset, we set the number of aspects K as 15. We report the statistics of
unique aspect words in Table 9. In this table, “Number of Unique Aspect Words” of GroundTruth
denotes the number of unique aspect words in the test data. “Percentage of Aspect Words” denotes
the percentage of aspect word of the generated explanation text, and “Percentage of Common Aspect Words” represents the percentage of aspect words that appear in both the real review text and
the corresponding generated explanation text simultaneously. These manually defined metrics are
used to evaluate the usefulness of the generated text from various perspectives. Please note that
similar metrics are also used in previous works [4, 23]. In these closely related works, researchers
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Table 9. The Statistics of the Aspect Words for All Explanation Text Generation Models

Model
GroundTruth
GRU_LM
Att2Seq
ExpansionNet
CF_GCN
MRG
U-ARM
Model
GroundTruth
GRU_LM
Att2Seq
ExpansionNet
CF_GCN
MRG
U-ARM
Model
GroundTruth
GRU_LM
Att2Seq
ExpansionNet
CF_GCN
MRG
U-ARM

Amazon Video Games
Percentage of
Percentage of
Aspect Words
Common Aspect Words
4.69%
–
0.44%
0.15%
1.91%
0.20%
1.27%
0.19%
1.19%
0.19%
1.43%
0.18%
2.68%*
0.26%*
Amazon Pet Supplies
Number of Unique
Percentage of
Percentage of
Aspect Words
Aspect Words
Common Aspect Words
1,040
6.26%
–
383
1.15%
0.19%
770
3.61%
0.43%
492
3.08%
0.55%
618
2.76%
0.43%
537
2.07%
0.30%
534
4.04%*
0.61%*
Yelp(2020)
Number of Unique
Percentage of
Percentage of
Aspect Words
Aspect Words
Common Aspect Words
960
4.13%
–
436
1.30%
0.20%
750
2.37%
0.24%
468
1.44%
0.24%
254
0.53%
0.20%
465
0.95%
0.20%
461
1.96%**
0.25%*
Number of Unique
Aspect Words
880
283
639
384
476
512
393

∗ means our proposed model can achieve significant improvement than all the baseline models with p <
0.05 based on the Student’s t -test. ** means our proposed model can achieve significant improvement than
most baseline models with p < 0.05 based on the Student’s t -test. The bold font refers to the best model and
the underline shows the model that ranks the second.

proposed to use external toolkit Sentires [58] to pick features, and test whether these feature words
appear in the generated text.
Based on the statistical results, we can observe that the generated explanation text of the Att2Seq
model contains the most aspect words. For our proposed model U-ARM, there are merely about
one-half of all the aspect words in the generated explanation text. Nevertheless, in the “Percentage
of Common Aspect Words” column, our proposed U-ARM achieves the most similar results to the
ground-truth, which demonstrates that U-ARM makes full use of aspect words in the most appropriate way. After analyzing the model structure in detail, we obtain that Att2Seq model leverages
the attention module to encode the user and item representations, so that it can better generate
more diverse sentences with diverse aspect words. However, it treats the text generation as a
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single task, which cannot avoid the biases for aspect-guided text generation and cannot satisfy the
personalized need of users. On the contrary, U-ARM treats the rating prediction and explanation
text generation tasks as a joint optimization target. Besides, although the attention mechanism is
also used in ExpansionNet [36] and our proposed model, the diversity of the aspect words is constraint by the copy mechanism. Nonetheless, based on the copy mechanism, the words generated
by our proposed model are more concentrated in those words that appear in the target user–item
pairs. This is also the reason why our proposed model generates fewer unique aspect words than
the Att2Seq model while achieving a higher “Percentage of Common Aspect Words” in most cases.
Along this line, not only the biases for aspect-guided generation can be avoided, but also the most
relevant aspect information can be selected for the generation process. To this end, our proposed
U-ARM achieves a better performance.
The case study of generated text. In the previous part, we have demonstrated that the aspect information can help to describe the user preference in a detailed manner and enhance the
model ability of rating prediction and explanation text generation simultaneously. In this part, we
randomly select some cases from three datasets, and list the generated explanation text of our proposed U-ARM and some baselines. Since GRU_LM model relies on the start word, and CF-GCN
model is very similar to the MRG model, we do not list their results. Table 10 reports the corresponding results. The bold words denote the specific aspect information. Based on the results,
we can observe that these models without aspect information utilization generate general explanation text, such as “I love this game, What a gem!”. When considering the aspect information,
models have better performance. For example, ExpansionNet can generate more reasonable explanation text, such as “I have been playing it for a few hours, I love the Italian sausage”, to convince
the users. However, its performance is still incomparable with our proposed U-ARM. By taking
the correlation between rating prediction and explanation text generation text into consideration,
U-ARM can utilize the aspect information in a detailed and precise manner, so that it can generate
more reasonable and fine-grained explanation text for users. For example, U-ARM can generate “I
was a huge fan of the gta series, The italian sausage is a must try. The pizza is delicious” with
the user concerned aspects. In a word, U-ARM does make full use of aspect information to generate
more fine-grained explanation text for users.
5.7 Ablation Study
To better study the effectiveness of each component of our proposed model U-ARM, we treat Equation (24) as the explanation text generation loss. And we test the components with different numbers
of aspects(K), different explanation text generation modules, and shared latent embeddings. Please
note that, when we test one component of our proposed model U-ARM, we keep the other components and parameter setting as the same of the ones we introduced before.
Different numbers of aspects(K). From the first four rows in Table 11, we can find the performance of our proposed model varies with the value of K. When K=15, our proposed model
performs best. Therefore, we also assign 15 to K when conducting experiments. By the way, K=0
means there is no aspect extraction module in our proposed model. Thus the recommendation
accuracy decreases rapidly.
0 ; ht → w t ” means
Different explanation text generation modules. In Table 11, “0 → hai
ai
ai
the hidden state in Equation (13) is initialized by zero vector, and the predicted probability of the
0 ; ht → w t ”
word is just calculated by Equation (16) without the representation atai . “[pa , qi ] → hai
ai
ai
means the hidden state is only initialized with the latent factor vector uai of the user–item pair
in Equation (13), and the predicted probability of the word is just calculated by Equation (16)
0 ; [ht , p  , q  ] → w t ” means the hidden state is
without the representation atai . “[pa , qi ] → hai
ai a i
ai
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Table 10. Generated Sentences of Several Selected Methods

I have been a long time gta player. I have been playing gta
from the time the very 1st one came out. I liked all the other
Real Review
gta games.
Att2Seq
I have to say I love this game. It is a sensational game.
Amazon
I love the game. I have been playing it for a few hours and
ExpansionNet
Video
I have to say I was really impressed.
Games
I love this game. I love the graphics and the gameplay.
MRG
The graphics are amazing.
I have been a fan of the gta series since the first one came
U-ARM
out. I was a huge fan of the gta series.
Arrived in a timely manner. One of the first liquid
supplements I bought for my 5 gallon nano tank. Mainly
Real Review
had anubias and java fern.
Arrived promptly, and it’s ok. I have been using this
product for years. It is very stable. I have been using
Att2Seq
Amazon
it for about a week now.
Pet
Arrived in a timely manner and the packaging isn’t
Supplies
ExpansionNet exactly as described. I have a 29 gallon tank and I
haven’t had any issues with this product.
Arrived on time, and I’m happy with the outcome of
the tank. I recommend this product. It’s a good product.
MRG
I recomend it to anyone.
Arrived in a timely manner. I have used it for a few
days and it is very effective. I have used it for my 29
U-ARM
gallon freshwater tank.
What can i say that hasn’t been said? I love this place.
Real Review
My go to place for amazing pizza and pasta!
Att2Seq
What a gem !
Yelp(2020)
What a great place to get a great italian food. I love
ExpansionNet the italian sausage. This is the best italian restaurant
in cleveland.
MRG
What a great place to eat !
What a great find! I love this place! The staff is
friendly and the food is delicious. The italian sausage
U-ARM
is a must try. The pizza is delicious.
Bold fonts are for emphasis.

only initialized with the latent factor vector uai of the user–item pair in Equation (13), and the
0 ;
predicted probability of the word is just calculated by Equation (16). And “[pa , qi , ϕ a , ϕ i ] → hai
t


t
[hai , pa , qi , ϕ a , ϕ i ] → w ai ” denotes the original setting of our proposed model U-ARM. From the
experimental results, we can find the two attention modules which attentively incorporate the
latent and aspect-aware user and item embeddings can help the text generation module achieve
better performance.
Shared latent embeddings. In Equations (9), (11), (14), and (15), we treat P = P’ to share the latent embeddings of the users and items in both rating prediction and text generation modules. From
this table, we can find that sharing the latent embedding would decrease the performance of our
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Table 11. Ablation Study of Our Proposed Model U-ARM on Amazon Pet Supplies Dataset
U-ARM
K=0
Different
K=5
Number
K = 10
of
K = 15
Aspects
K = 20
0 ; ht → w t
0 → hai
ai
ai
Different
0 ; ht → w t
[pa , qi ] → hai
ai
ai
Explanation
0 ;
[pa , qi ] → hai
Text
t
[htai , pa , qi ] → w ai
Generation
0 ;
[pa , qi , ϕ a , ϕ i ] → hai
Modules
t
[htai , pa , qi , ϕ a , ϕ i ] → w ai

Shared Latent Embeddings (P = P )

RMSE
1.1045
1.1036
1.1034
1.1032
1.1034
1.1029
1.1030

BLEU_1
0.2357
0.2582
0.2607
0.2608
0.2570
0.2536
0.2534

BLEU_4
0.0061
0.0086
0.0088
0.0089
0.0088
0.0065
0.0084

ROUGE_1_F
0.2745
0.2993
0.2996
0.3009
0.2985
0.2892
0.2970

ROUGE_L_F
0.1929
0.2069
0.2078
0.2082
0.2065
0.2033
0.2045

1.1029

0.2542

0.0088

0.2985

0.2053

1.1032

0.2608

0.0089

0.3009

0.2082

1.1039

0.2315

0.0049

0.2657

0.1925

The metric RMSE is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed model for the rating prediction task. And the
metrics BLEU and ROUGE are used to evaluate the performance of the model for the explanation text generation task.

Table 12. Experimental Results of U-ARMand U-ARM-E on Amazon Pet Supplies

Model
U-ARM
U-ARM-E

RMSE BLEU_1 BLEU_4 ROUGE_1_F ROUGE_L_F
1.1032 0.2608* 0.0089*
0.3009*
0.2082*
1.1029* 0.2601
0.0077
0.2966
0.2065

∗ means the corresponding model achieves significant improvement with p < 0.05 based
on the Student’s t -test.

proposed model U-ARM in both tasks. This experimental results suggest that it is better not to share
the latent embeddings between the rating prediction and explanation text generation modules.
5.8

Analysis of Adaptive Review Sentence Importance Learning

To study the effectiveness of the adaptive review sentence importance learning ( Equation (26)),
we conduct experiments to compare the performance of U-ARM and U-ARM-E on Amazon Pet
Supplies. U-ARM-E is the enhanced version of our proposed model with adaptive review sentence
importance learning. First, we test how these two models perform on the rating prediction and
explanation text generation tasks. The experimental results can refer to Table 12. Then, we conduct
a case-study and user-study to check whether our proposed model U-ARM-E can generate more
fine-grained explanation text, the experimental results can refer to Tables 13 and 14.
Overall performance. We compare the performance of U-ARM, and U-ARM-E in Table 12. UARM-E improves the performance of the rating prediction module as the aspect extraction module
performs better because it can adaptively learn better informative review for model training. And
based on the BLEU and ROUGE metrics, U-ARM-E performs worse as the weights of the general
texts are assigned to zero when calculating the text generation loss. Therefore, U-ARM-E prefers
to generate more explanation text rather than simply generating original reviews.
Case-study. In Table 13, we randomly select three pieces of generated explanation text. From
the results, we can find U-ARM-E can generate more explanation text while U-ARM generates more
general terms, such as general endorsements. In the first case, it is obvious that U-ARM-E performs
better. In the second case, we can find U-ARM-E generates more fine-grained sentences, such as “I
used it because of its very good quality” and “it’s very well made”. However, U-ARM generates only
a fine-grained sentence of “it’s made in China”, and also many general endorsements, such as “My
parroltet loves this” and “he loves it”. In the third case, it is also obvious that U-ARM-E generates
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Table 13. Samples of the Explanation Text Generated by U-ARM and U-ARM-E on
Amazon Pet Supplies Dataset

Amazon Pet Supplies
This is one of the best catnips I have ever seen. The scent is so nice (even
Real Review 1
for us humans) and the cats are going crazy over this.
U-ARM
This was a great deal for the cats. However, they weren’t interested in it.
U-ARM-E
This catnip bananas is the best catnip on the market.
My parakeets love this bell. They love to nip at the edges of it, fascinated with
Real Review 2
the little clinking sound it makes.
My parrotlet loves this and it’s made in China. I have a very small bird and
U-ARM
he loves it.
My cocker spaniel enjoys this thing. I used it because of its very good quality,
U-ARM-E
and it’s very well made.
Hide-a-squirrel interactive toy has been such a big hit with my French bulldogs
Real Review 3
that I have now purchased a hide a pet toy for each of my puppy buyers.
Hide-a-squirrel is a great toy for my dogs. I have two dogs and they love it very
U-ARM
much.
Hide-a-squirrel is a great toy, and it is a good quality dog toy. My dogs love it,
U-ARM-E
and it’s great for their teeth.
Bold fonts are used for emphasis.

more fine-grained sentences, such as “Hide-a-squirrel is a great toy”, “it is a good quality dog toy”
and “it’s great for their teeth”, while U-ARM only generates one fine-grained sentence such as
“Hide-a-squirrel is a great toy for my dogs”. In this article, we focus on how to generate more finegrained explanation text from reviews. For a fair comparison with other baselines, we directly use
the generated text as explanation text. When applying our proposed model in practice, we need to
transform the generated text to second-persona. A simple idea to achieve this to utilize the regex
expression.
User-study. In the human evaluation stage, we ask three volunteers (1, 2, 3) to evaluate the performance of the models under three metrics “Fluency”, “Coherence”, and “Persuasiveness”. “Fluency” is a sentence level metric, which reflects whether the generated sentences are fluent or not.
“Coherence” is a sentence pair level metric, which reflects whether the generated sentences are coherent with the useful information from real reviews. “Persuasiveness” is a sentence context level
metric, which reflects whether the generated sentences contain useful fine-grained information
to help users make decisions. To evaluate the performance of our proposed model with human
evaluation, we randomly sample 100 user–item cases. For each volunteer A ∈ (1, 2, 3), we ask her
to select the best model under each metric p for each user–item case. We use MpA to denote how
many times the model M is selected by volunteer A under the metric p. The model M belongs to
(Att2Seq, ExpansionN et, MRG, CF _GCN , U -ARM-E), and metric p belongs to (“Fluency”, “Coherence”, “Persuasiveness”). Then, we can calculate the performance score spM of each model M based
on each metric p with:
A
1  Mp
spM =
.
3
100
A∈(1,2,3)

The evaluation result can refer to Table 14. The higher value means that the corresponding model
is selected more times. From the results, we can find the generated explainable text of our proposed
model U-ARM-E can achieve the highest score under all metrics by human evaluation.
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Table 14. User Study Evaluation of the Explanation Text

Metrics
Att2Seq ExpansionNet MRG CF_GCN
Fluency
0.14
0.10
0.12
0.01
Coherence
0.06
0.16
0.24
0.00
Persuasiveness
0.13
0.09
0.16
0.01

U-ARM-E
0.62
0.54
0.60

“Fluency” means whether the generated sentences are fluent or not. “Coherence” means
whether the generated sentences are coherent with the useful information from real reviews.
“Persuasiveness” means whether the generated sentences contain useful fine-grained
information to help users make decisions.

6 CONCLUSION
In this article, we argued that user generated reviews contain sufficient aspect semantic information to explain their ratings to items, which is useful for rating prediction and fine-grained explanation text generation. To this end, we proposed a novel Unsupervised Aspect-aware Explainable
Review based Recommendation Model (U-ARM) to fully leverage aspect information for improving
the quality of review based recommendation. Our key technical contributions lied in injecting the
aspect information for representation learning, rating prediction, and review sentence importance
learning in a unified framework for better explanation text generation. Extensive experiments on
three real-world datasets demonstrated the superiority of our proposed model U-ARM.
7 FUTURE WORK
We believe that our proposed method can promote the development of explanation text generation
tasks in recommender systems. To further boost the performance of our proposed model, we have
the following plans. First, we plan to combine the advanced technologies in natural language processing for better review utilization and more fine-grained explanation text generation. Second,
we only use a small proportion of historical reviews of the users and items for training, which
may lead to sub-optimal results. We will study how to select valuable and high-quality reviews
for better aspect-aware representations learning and achieving better performance. Third, the reviews contain both the aspects information and the customers’ sentiments to different aspects of
the items. It is better if we can utilize the aspect and sentiment information together.
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